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Romeo Y Julieta Reserve Maduro Belicoso 
  

This line of cigars by Romeo y Julieta is extremely limited because of the triple 

fermented Maduro Connecticut wrapper that they use. Very few if any at all cigar 

manufactures triple ferment there maduro tobaccos because of the time and extensive 

labor that is involved. What you get however is a cigar that is so dark in color that it 

looks like the finest dark chocolate that you can buy. Not only does this cigar look 

good but also gives you a hearty and smooth smoking experience full of deep, rich 

flavors and a one of a kind aroma. 

Looking of this cigar the first thing that jumps out I the rich dark chocolate color, 

there are very few cigars that I have seen in our humidor with the dark brown almost 

black color. There are only a couple of veins that I can see throughout this cigar, the 

cigar itself is nice and firm and is a Belicoso size cigar so you have the torpedo end 

to make out of so you do not get all of the loose tobacco in your mouth. The prelight 

was sweet smelling with cocoa and an earthy aroma. 

Toasting the foot of this cigar and thought the first third, it gave off a medium-

bodied smoke with a nutty, coffee flavor. Like most Maduro cigars, it is an earthy 

smoke...and unlike many Maduro cigars, it's light-bodied throughout the first half. 

Therefore, to sum it up the first third was sweet, earthy, chocolaty, and woody 

flavors with a perfect draw. 

The Middle of the cigar remains the same, a medium-bodied smoke with a little 

sweetness followed up with chocolate and coffee. 

Getting down to the nub the flavor starts to change in to a full on medium bodied 

smoke, giving off leather, pepper with just the right amount of sweetness with 

bittersweet chocolate undertones. 

Overall, this cigar is a true winner coming from a great cigar company that does not 

over fancy themselves. It has a great rustic deep brown appearance with a good bur 

and draw. It is on the medium side of maduro but kicks in the aromatics and flavors 

like only Romeo y Juliet cigars can do. This a good oily stick with great flavors and 

a limited supply. 9 out of 10 in my humble opinion. 
 

Cigar: Romeo y Julieta Reserve Maduro Belicoso 

Size: 6.1x52 

Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf Maduro 

Binder: Nicaragua 

Filler: Dominican, Nicaraguan, Peruvian 

Strength: Full 

Time: 2 hours 

  

   



Just remember to stop in to the Westside Smoke Shop for all of your tobacco needs! 

If we do not carry a cigar you would like, just let us know and we will do our best to 

get it for you. For those of you that have not been in our tobacco shop, we carry all 

your tobacco needs including everything you need to roll your own cigarettes and a 

full walk-in humidor in the Waite Park and Baxter locations. We also now are 

carrying electronic cigarettes and supplies in our Waite Park and Baxter stores. So 

stop on by and we would be happy to answer 

 any questions you may have.  

 
  

  


